
HOW TO WRITE A CHANGE OVER TIME ESSAY AP WORLD

How to Write a CCOT Essay. The Continuity and Change-Over-Time (CCOT) essay is a type that is commonly used on
the AP World History exam, but you may.

Remember that changes and continuities in a particular region do not happen in a vacuum. The CCOT deals
specifically with analysis of continuities and changes over time covering at least one of the periods in the
course outline. Analyze the cause of changes. And, of course, correct information. Use varying scope. Here
again is a series of invitations to use the classroom to model the assessment of change, applying materials
from the historians' treatments but adding some definite highlights. Comparison between beginning and
terminus also directly allows for continuityâ€”the "what didn't change" part, which is so often, quite properly,
part of the change over time interrogation. Process involves, among other things, identifying the major
relevant developments that occur between baseline and endpoint. Many teachers are urging their students to
identify some midpoint in order to avoid simply dealing with beginning and end; the advice is well intended
and surely will help a bit. Baseline 3. Analyzing Change Over Time Capturing an actual continuity and
change-over-time question involves two steps, and many teachers have been working very constructively on
more precise iterations of these steps as guides to constructing the essay. Bad: Bad: Prior to the Jewish people
had no homeland. You should give examples of at least 3 one per paragraph. The questions also asks you to
address continuities, generally these are patterns or cultural tendencies that remain stagnant for years and
years. In the first place, there is a fair sense that continuity and change over time is the most challenging of the
three essay segments though performance on any given exam depends on the specific question asked, and we
don't have massive evidence yet. Must discuss utilizing concrete detail and analyze changes that occurred
relevant to the questions. An essay discussing characteristics that changed and stayed the same in a given
region between two time periods. If the questions is more vague, you need to think of aspects to base your
analysis on. Evidence Early, middle, late Early, middle, late 5. Prior to the Jewish people had no homeland. If
you leave out part of the question a continuity for example , you can still get partial credit for this section of
the rubric. Then there is the teaser approach common, I think, particularly in treatments of the early modern
period : here's a past pattern, richly detailed, but in conclusion a "by the way, this situation would change
greatly later on"â€”yet no explicit treatment of the actual process of change. Reminding students to test the
general factors involved in periodization to the question at hand is already a step forward, providing global
context for key developments over time. Practice will help, along with appropriate knowledge, but overrigid
answer formulas could mislead. Summary of change. The CCOT question requires analysis of process and
explanation of the cause with specific examples. Since many change questions also involve causation, this is
an opportunity to talk about significant intervening factors that may accelerate the change, push it in slightly
different directions, delay it for a while, or do all the above. Are there steps to the change? It will be
interesting to see if AP teachers can not only improve essay results already showing some positive signs of
good coaching , but also accelerate both the learning curve and the capacity to retain a crucial historical habit
of mind beyond the classroom. Too often, responses on change over time and this applies to "real" historians,
not just students fail to establish a clear baseline: they persuasively argue that change occurred, but they never
quite establish "change from what. In the Early 20th century, few people saw a need for the establishment of
an independent Jewish state. This article is an expanded version of remarks he delivered to a session on AP
World History at the annual conference of the National Council for the Social Studies. The Need to Model
Processes of Change It's also fair, I think, to note that many history presentations, though tacitly focused on
change, don't bring out the best in the discipline. This is where you show understanding of the process of
change. Recognize it as it occurs in history. An early AP World History question thus asked about changes in
international trade relations, to present, in several regions pick two. Globalization, for example, accelerated
rapidly by many relevant definitions between the s and , only to roll back thanks to decisions by the Soviets,
the United States, and ultimately Mao as well as Hitler for 30 years thereafter, following which the pattern of
globalization changes emerged again.


